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ABSTRACT

2 billion videos totally. People act on purpose. It has been
recognized that YouTube users share videos with an obvious extrinsic motivation of receiving attentions (e.g., video
view) [1, 2], especially for the proﬁt-seeking video content
providers 2 . In spite of the fact that billions of videos are
consumed in YouTube each day, the massive volume makes
the exploration of individual videos very diﬃcult. According
to research, YouTube video view count distribution exhibits a power-law pattern with truncated tails [3]. Most videos
have a short active life span, receiving half of the total views
in the ﬁrst 6 days after being published, and with fewer and
fewer access thereafter [4]. Therefore, the mismatch between
high attention expectation and rare access opportunity calls
for YouTube video promotion to broaden the viewership.
Generally speaking, within YouTube, video can be accessed from internal search, related video recommendation,
channel subscription or front page highlight. Some work has
been devoted to utilizing these sources to promote internal
video views. Zhou et al. studied the impact of related video
recommendation on video views, with goal to design a strategy to drive YouTube video popularity [5]. In [6], YouTube
search bias phenomenon is investigated to optimize video
discovery in YouTube’s internal search results. However, essentially as a content repository, YouTube exhibits limited
promotion eﬃciency with the internal mechanisms. Very recent research shows that external referrers, such as external
search engines and other social media websites, arise to be
important sources to lead users to YouTube videos [7]. Among the social media websites, Twitter has been quickly
growing as the top referrer source for web video discovery 3 .
Twitter allows users to embed videos in their tweets by
posting video links. Followers to these users then receive
the tweet feed and become the potential viewers of these
videos. The followee-follower architecture has established
Twitter as a great platform to promote and engage with the
audiences and distinguished itself with the signiﬁcant information propagation eﬃciency. Twitter followees, especially
those with a lot of followers (which we refer to as popular
followee), play important roles under social media circumstances by: (1) acting as “we media”, via the control of information dissemination channels to millions of audiences, and
(2) acting as inﬂuential leaders, via their potential impact
on the followers’ decisions and activities. YouTube video
“Gangnam Style” went viral to become the ﬁrst web video

We introduce a novel cross-network collaborative problem
in this work: given YouTube videos, to ﬁnd optimal Twitter followees that can maximize the video promotion on
Twitter. Since YouTube videos and Twitter followees distribute on heterogeneous spaces, we present a cross-network
association-based solution framework. Three stages are addressed: (1) heterogeneous topic modeling, where YouTube
videos and Twitter followees are modeled in topic level; (2)
cross-network topic association, where the overlapped users are exploited to conduct cross-network topic distribution
transfer; and (3) referrer identiﬁcation, where the query YouTube video and candidate Twitter followees are matched
in the same topic space. Diﬀerent methods in each stage
are designed and compared by qualitative as well as quantitative experiments. Based on the proposed framework, we
also discuss the potential applications, extensions, and suggest some principles for future heterogeneous social media
utilization and cross-network collaborative applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the launch in 2005, YouTube has established itself as
the world’s largest video sharing platform. Latest statistics
show that within every minute, 100 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube 1 , resulting in an estimate of more than
1

http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html.
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2
YouTube has started to let video content providers be partners
to cash in on the videos posted by sharing ad revenue and charging
rental fees to viewers.
3
http://mashable.com/2010/05/25/twitter-online-video/.
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to identify the Twitter followee that these Twitter accounts
jointly followed as the optimal promotion referrer. In practice, it is impossible to obtain all the overlapped accounts
between diﬀerent networks. Moreover, a practical solution
should be not limited to the speciﬁc video and followee, but
generalizable on the alike sets. Therefore, in this work, we
propose to investigate the problem in YouTube video and
Twitter followee topic level, and exploit the observed overlapped users to mine the cross-network topic association for
solution. Speciﬁcally, based on users’ interactions with YouTube videos and Twitter followees, we ﬁrst build heterogeneous video topic and followee topic, respectively. After that, the topic association is mined from the overlapped
users’ distributions on the two topics. Finally, the optimal
Twitter promotion referrers are identiﬁed by matching with
the transferred video distribution on the Twitter followee
topic space.
Our contributions in this work can be summarized in the
following three-fold:
1. We introduce a new problem of YouTube video promotion on Twitter platform by identifying proper Twitter followees. There exist both trends and demands in
exploring external referrers towards promoting social
media content.
2. A cross-network association-based solution framework
is presented, under which alternative methods have
been examined. The solution is validated to discover
heterogeneous topic association and facilitate eﬀective
video-followee matching in the same topic space.
3. The discussion in Section 5 on the idea of exploiting
overlapped users’ activities in diﬀerent networks towards cross-network knowledge mining opens up possibilities to the utilization of heterogeneous social media sources. This will be the key takeaway for future
cross-network analysis and applications.

Figure 1: Problem illustration.
that reaches one billion views in 5 months, resulting mainly
from its successful strategy of roping in some popularly followed musicians on Twitter, such as Britney Spears, Justin
Bieber and Katy Perry. In this context, if we can identify
“proper” followees to help disseminate videos, their signiﬁcant audience accessibility and behavioral impact will guarantee the promotion eﬃciency. Therefore, the problem of
this work is: For specific YouTube video, to identify proper
Twitter followees with goal to maximize video dissemination
to the followers (as shown in Fig. 1).
It is not trivial to measure the “properness” of Twitter
followees for speciﬁc YouTube videos. The challenge lies
in two-fold: (1) The level of “properness” is not necessarily
proportional to the number of followers (#follower). While
a popular followee with a large #follower will guarantee a
huge audiences, what video promotion cares is the number
of “eﬀective” audiences, who are likely to show interest to
the video and with higher probability to take subsequent
consuming actions like watch, reshare, etc. A close analogy
to advertising can be made, where the followee is viewed as
advertising media, whose bid price is decided by #follower.
Twitter followee identiﬁcation is analogous to advertising
media selection 4 , with goal to achieve the maximum coverage and exposures in a target audience with the minimum
cost. (2) Based on the above discussion, whether a Twitter
followee is proper for the promotion task is actually decided
by the interest his/her followers show to the YouTube videos.
However, we only know the followers’ activities on Twitter,
based on what only the demographics or interests on the general level can be inferred [8, 9]. While, the YouTube videos
are known to distribute more on speciﬁc semantic level [10].
The discrepancy in topic granularity and aﬃliated platform
makes it impractical to directly evaluate Twitter followers’
interest to YouTube videos, let alone the costly computation
in evaluating each follower and the subsequent aggregation.
Our solution to address the above challenges is inspired
by the fact that the same individual usually involves with
diﬀerent social media networks, including media sharing YouTube and Flickr, microblogging Twitter and Tumblr, private/professional social networks LinkedIn and Facebook.
Anderson Analytics shows that the diﬀerent social media
networks share remarkable percentage of overlapped users 5 . In this context, if we know the corresponding Twitter
accounts of YouTube users who show interest to a given
video (e.g., upload, favorite, add to playlist), it is conﬁdent

2.
2.1

RELATED WORK
Cross-network Collaboration

With various social media networks growing in prominence, netizens are using a multitude of social media services for social connection and information sharing. Crossnetwork collaborative applications have recently attracted
attentions. One line is on cross-network user modeling,
which focuses on integrating various social media activities.
In [11], the authors introduced a cold-start recommendation problem by aggregating user proﬁles in Flickr, Twitter
and Delicious. Deng et al. has proposed a personalized
YouTube video recommendation solution by incorporating
user information from Twitter [12]. Another line is devoted
to taking advantage of diﬀerent social networks’ characteristics towards collaborative applications. For example, Suman
et al. exploited the real-time and socialized characteristics
of the Twitter tweets to facilitate video applications in YouTube [13]. Our work belongs to the second line, where a
collaborative application is designed to exploit the propagation eﬃciency of Twitter to meet the YouTube video promotion demand.

2.2

4

Social Media Influencer Mining

Previous analysis on Twitter has found that popular users
with high in-degree are not necessarily inﬂuencers for propagation [14], which calls for research onto the problem of

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advertising media selection.
See “Anderson Analytics 2009 report: what your favorite social
network says about you?”.
5
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Figure 2: Solution framework.
inﬂuencer mining. One line is to identify the domain or topic experts. Representative solutions include the extensions
to PageRank by considering topical similarity, e.g, TwitterRank [15], and incorporating auxiliary sources like Twitter
lists [16]. Another line is concerned with maximizing inﬂuence spread by initializing some seed users. David et al.
ﬁrst deﬁned this problem [17], which is then applied to viral
marketing [18].
Our introduced problem of Twitter followee identiﬁcation
can be viewed as a special case of inﬂuencer mining. The existing inﬂuencer mining methods mainly focus on single network and need an explicit relevance metric, e.g. the topical
relevance between follower and followee, and the accept rate
between the propagation item and follower. In our problem,
the relevance of inﬂuencer is designed by items distributed
on another network. It is diﬃcult to explicitly deﬁne the relevance metric between cross-network knowledge. Moreover,
to focus on addressing cross-network association, we pay no
attention to the complicated social network structure as in
the standard maximizing inﬂuence problems. What we care
is actually about the propagation eﬃciency in the ﬁrst level
of followee-follower network.

CCA and its extensions to learn a semantic representation
from multimodal data.
Subspace learning methods focus on maintaining the smoothness for retrieval, i.e., the projected coeﬃcients of two items should be similar if they constitute a training pair.
This is diﬀerent from our goal for heterogeneous topic association and transfer. Invariant feature extraction aims to
extract and learn low-level discriminative features, which
will largely fail in case of complicated association like heterogeneous social media topics. In this work, we propose
a solution framework based on user’s collaborative involvement in heterogeneous topics. This avoids low-level analysis
and can be viewed as a high-level crowdsourcing strategy.

3.

CROSS-NETWORK YOUTUBE VIDEO
PROMOTION

This section introduces the cross-network YouTube video
promotion problem and the proposed solution. We ﬁrst formally deﬁne the problem:
DEFINITION 1 (Cross-network YouTube video promotion). Imagine we have a collection of YouTube videos
V where each v ∈ V is represented by its contained textual words and visual keyframes [wv , fv ], and a collection of
Twitter users U T whose followees construct the Twitter followee user collection U f ollowee ⊂ U T . The goal of Youtube
video promotion is: for a given YouTube video v ∈ V, to
identify Twitter followee u ∈ U f ollowee whose followers are
most likely to be interested in v.

2.3 Heterogeneous Topic Association
The core of our solution lies in the heterogeneous topic
association between Twitter followee and YouTube video.
Typical applications of existing heterogeneous topic association work include cross-media retrieval and heterogeneous
face recognition, where invariant feature extraction and subspace learning based solutions are extensively investigated.
Invariant feature extraction methods are devoted to reducing the heterogeneous gap by exploring the most insensitive feature patterns. Klare et al. proposed to extract the
SIFT and Multiscale LBP for forensic sketch and mug shot
photo matching [19]. In [20], the intra-diﬀerence and interdiﬀerence are jointly considered into a discriminant local feature learning framework. The basic idea of subspace learning is to learn a new space where the observed heterogeneous
data can be well represented. [21] provides good surveys of

3.1

Framework

Our solution consists of three stages: Heterogeneous Topic Modeling, Cross-network Topic Association and Referrer
Identification(as illustrated in Fig. 2). The goal of Stage
1 is to discover the latent structure within YouTube video
and Twitter user spaces, and facilitate the subsequent analysis and applications in topic level. We conduct this by
employing generative topic models, with video as document,
textual word and visual feature of keyframes as the multi-
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Table 1: Input (In) & output (Out) of each stage.
Stage 1

In:
Out:

Stage 2

In:
Out:

Stage 3

In:
Out:

YouTube video v ∈ V : [wv , fv ];
Twitter user u ∈ U T : Uuf ollowee .
YouTube video distri. V : p(zY |v);
Twitter user distri. U T : p(zT |u).
V, U T ; YouTube, Twitter and
overlapped user set U Y , U T , Uo ;
YouTube user interested videos Vu ⊂ V.
Distri. transfer func. F : uY → uT .
(uY : the aggregated YouTube user distri.)
F ; Test video set Vt ;
Twitter followee set U f ollowee .
Twitter followee rank for v ∈ Vt : ψv (·).

Figure 3: The graphical representation of iCorrLDA. Note that y = {y1 , · · · , yN } are discrete indexing variables that take values from 1 to M with equal
probability.
one segment, video caption and tag word usually distribute
in several keyframes.
Therefore, we modiﬁed the standard CorrLDA and introduce inverse Corr-LDA (iCorr-LDA) to discover the YouTube video multimodal topics. In particular, we ﬁrst generate M textual words from the standard LDA model. Then,
for each of the N keyframes, one of the words is selected and
a corresponding keyframe is drawn, conditioned on the same
topic generating the word. The graphical model of iCorrLDA is depicted in Fig. 3. After topic modeling, each video
v ∈ V can be represented as v = {v1 , · · · , vK Y }, where K Y
is the number of topics in the derived YouTube video space,
vk = p(zkY |v) is video v’s topic distribution on the kth topic.

modal word in YouTube, and user as document, followee as
word in Twitter. Through this stage, each YouTube video
and Twitter user can be represented as distributions in the
derived corresponding topic spaces.
As discussed in the introduction, the discrepancy between
the cross-network topic spaces prevents from direct analysis. Stage 2 is designed to address this issue by mining
the cross-network topic association. Note that traditional
semantic-based criteria tend to fail in capturing the association between heterogeneous entities of video and user. We
propose a solution that ﬁrst aggregates YouTube video distribution to user level, and then exploit the overlapped users
among diﬀerent networks as bridge for association mining.
The basic premise is that: if the same group of users heavily
involve with topic A in network X and topic B in network
Y, it is very likely that topic A and B are closely associated. With the derived topic association, topical distribution
transfer between diﬀerent networks is enabled, i.e., given
users’ topical interest in YouTube videos, we can infer their
most probably followed Twitter followee topics.
Since the ultimate goal is to match video to followee. After
the oﬄine Stage 1 and Stage 2, in the online Stage 3, we view
each test video as a virtual YouTube user who holds identical topical distribution. It is easy to understand that the
virtual user actually represents the typical users in YouTube
showing signiﬁcant interest to the test video, who are exactly potential fans and thus the targeted users. Therefore,
after topical distribution transfer, it is promising to identify
the Twitter followee that best matches the followee topical
distribution of the targeted users as the optimal promotion
referrer for the video. In Table 1 we summarize the inputs
and outputs for each stage.

3.2.2

Twitter Followee Topic Modeling

Since the properness of Twitter followee is decided by the
followers, we are interested in investigating into the followeefollower architecture in Twitter. Therefore, we represent each Twitter user (document) with all his/her followees
(words) and apply the standard LDA for topic modeling.
Since topic modeling exploits co-occurrence relationships,
like the YouTube video topics capturing the frequently cooccurred visual features and textual words in videos, the
derived Twitter topics actually capture the shared followees
by a subset of Twitter users. Particularly, high topic-word
distribution indicates the popularity of followees in a group
of Twitter followers, and high document-topic distribution
indicates user’s signiﬁcant interest in a class of Twitter followees.
After topic modeling, we can obtain Twitter user topic
distribution matrix U T = {uT1 , · · · , uT|U T | }. Each user u ∈
U T is represented as uT = {uT1 , · · · , uTK T }, where K T is
the number of topics in the derived Twitter followee space,
uTk = p(zkT |u) is user u’s topic distribution on the kth topic.

3.3

3.2 Heterogeneous Topic Modeling

3.3.1
3.2.1 YouTube Video Topic Modeling

Cross-network Topic Association
YouTube User-Topic Distribution Aggregation

YouTube user’s topic distribution can be obtained by aggregating his/her interested videos’ distributions. Speciﬁcally, for YouTube user u, we construct the interested video set
Vu ⊂ V from his/her uploaded videos, favorite videos and
videos in the playlists. Given YouTube video v ∈ Vu and its
topical distribution p(zY |v), through simple derivation, we
can calculate user u’s topical distribution by:
∑ Nv (f ) + Nv (w)
p(zkY |ui ) =
· p(zkY |v)
(1)
N
(f
)
+
N
(w)
v∈V

In YouTube, the video topics are expected to span over
both textual and visual spaces. We introduce a modiﬁcation
to the multi-modal topic model, Corr-LDA [22]. Corr-LDA
is proposed for the problem of image annotation, by modeling the correspondence between image segments and caption
words. It assumes a generative process that ﬁrst generates
the segment descriptions and subsequently the caption words. In our problem, each YouTube video is represented as a
pair (f ; w), where f = {f1 , · · · , fN } is a collection of N visual feature vectors associated with the extracted keyframes,
w = {w1 , · · · , wM } is the collection of M caption and tag
words. Diﬀerent from image where each word corresponds to

u

where Nv (f ), Nv (w) denote the
∑
∑ total number of keyframes
Nv (w)
Nv (f ), N (w) =
and words in video v, N (f ) =
v∈Vu
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v∈Vu

3.3.4

denote the total number of keyframes and words in video set
Vu . After aggregation, we can obtain the YouTube user topic distribution matrix U Y = {uY1 , · · · , uY|U Y | }.

3.3.2 Transition Probability-based Association (TP)
With the derived YouTube and Twitter user topic distributions, we present the solutions for topic association mining. Recall that the basic idea is: if many overlapped users
who take interests in the ith YouTube topic also follow the
j th Twitter topic, the association between the two topics aij
tends to be strong. One direct way is to examine the joint
involvement of cross-network topics in the overlapped users.
We assume YouTube and Twitter user set share the overlapped users Uo = U Y ∩ U T . Viewing as a probabilistic
transition problem, the topic association can be calculated
by aggregating over all the overlapped users 6 :
∑
∑ T Y p(u)
aij = p(zjT |ziY ) =
p(zjT |u) · p(u|ziY ) =
uj · ui ·
p(ziY )
u∈U
u∈U
o

o

where p(u) is the user prior which we assume
the uni∑having
form distribution, the topic prior p(ziY ) =
p(ziY |u) · p(u)
u∈Uo

indicates the popularity of the ith YouTube topic among
the overlapped users. By calculating all cross-network topic
pairs and subsequent normalization, we can obtain the topic association matrix A = {aij }K Y ×K T . The distribution
transfer from U Y to U T can then be fulﬁlled. Given a new
user ut and the YouTube video topic distribution p(zY |ut ),
his/her Twitter followee topic distribution is estimated as:
Y

K
∑

p(zjT |ut ) =

aij · p(ziY |ut )

(2)

i=1

3.3.3 Regression-based Association
The above probability-based method directly calculates
over all overlapped users, where noisy user topic distributions will deteriorate the derived association matrix. An alternative way to obtain the association matrix is to solve an
optimization problem. Rewriting the user topic distribution
Y
T
matrices as U Y = [UoY , Unon
] and U T = [UoT , Unon
], where
UoY , UoT denote the overlapped users’ distributions on the
corresponding topic spaces, we propose to view the association matrix A as the linear regression from the overlapped
users’ YouTube distribution UoY to their Twitter distribution UoT .
Formally, the regression objective function is:
min ||UoT
A

−

AUoY

|| + λ1 ||A||q
2

T

T

Latent attribute discovery on overlapped users UoY
, UoT . (LA overlap) Instead of pursuing an explicit A
for “hard” transfer, we also introduce a third association
method, by discovering the shared latent structure behind
the two topic spaces. For the overlapped users, the diﬀerent
topic distributions can be viewed as their observed activities on diﬀerent networks. It is reasonable to assume the
latent structure behind these observations is actually user
attribute. It is the same user’s unique attribute values (e.g.,
age, gender, occupation, home location, etc.) that give birth
to his/her diﬀerent activities and thus the cross-network topic distributions. In each network, a set of representative topic distribution vectors are extracted as network-speciﬁc user
factors to represent the latent attributes. Speciﬁcally, we
assume a YouTube factor dY = {dY1 , · · · , dYK Y } and a Twitter factor dT = {dT1 , · · · , dTK T } are coupled to the same user
attribute d ∈ D. This can be better understood by analogous to coupled dictionary learning [24]. It is reasonable to
assume that the same user should have identical attribute
representation, and thus identical coeﬃcients when projected to the coupled user factors.
Formally, let DY = {dY1 , · · · , dY|D| }, DT = {dT1 , · · · , dT|D| }
denote the coupled user factors in YouTube and Twitter,
where |D| is the number of the latent user attributes. By
forcing overlapped user’s YouTube and Twitter distributions share the same coeﬃcients after projected to the coupled
factors, we have the following optimization objective function:
min

||UoY − DY S||22 + ||UoT − DT S||22 + λ2 ||S||1
(5)
s.t. ||dY ||22 ≤ 1, ||dT ||22 ≤ 1, ∀d ∈ D

where S = {s1 , ..., s|Uo | } with si be the attribute representation for user ui ∈ Uo , the constrain ||d||22 ≤ 1 is to prevent
D from being arbitrarily large. The reason of using l1 -norm
penalty is to encourage a compact attribute space that users
sparsely distribute on. Eqn. (5) can be rewritten as
min ||Uˆo − D̂S||22 + λ2 ||S||1
D̂,S

(6)
s.t.||d̂i ||22 ≤ 1, ∀i

(3)

+ λ1 I)−1

where ·T is the matrix transpose, and I ∈ RK
identity matrix.

The aforementioned two association methods are devoted
to ﬁnding the cross-network association matrix A. Actually,
to conduct the topical distribution transfer, the association
matrix is not necessarily needed. Moreover, such a matrix
exists under the assumption of linear association, which does
not hold in complicated cases.

D Y ,D T ,S

where

where the ﬁrst term represents the regression error, the second term is the regularization penalty used to avoid overﬁtting, and λ1 ∈ [0, 1] is the weighting parameter. When
q = 1, Eqn. (3) is a lasso problem and can be eﬀectively solved by the feature-sign search algorithm [23]. When
q = 2, Eqn. (3) is a ridge regression problem with analytical
solution as:
A = UoT UoY (UoY UoY

Latent Attribute-based Association (LA)

×K

Y

UoY
UoT

]

[
, D̂ =

DY
DT

]

The optimization problem (6) can be eﬃciently solved by
the sparse coding algorithm proposed in [23].
Latent attribute discovery on all users U Y , U T . (LA all)
The non-overlapped users have been ignored in the proposed
association methods. In practical implementation, plenty of
non-overlapped users exist. The optimal user factors should
both be coupled to unique latent attributes and well represent the latent structure in each network.
Inspired by this, we reformulate Eqn. (5) that the nonY
T
overlapped users Unon
, Unon
also contribute to the user fac-

(4)
Y

[
Uˆo =

is the

6
The derivation is based on Bayesian rule, which is omited due
to space limitation.
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users liking the video 7 . After distribution transfer, the virtual user’s Twitter followee topic distribution vtT = p(zT |vt )
actually reﬂects the most probable Twitter following patterns for the video fans.
On the Twitter side, we construct a popular Twitter followee set Utf ollowee ⊂ U f ollowee serving as the candidate YouTube video promotion referrers. For each popular followee
u ∈ Utf ollowee , his/her Twitter topic distribution uT can be
calculated as:

tor discovery in each network, but with no requirement on
identical coeﬃcients. Formally, the optimization objective
function is:
||U Y − DY S Y ||22 + ||U T − DT S T ||22 + λ3 ||So ||1

min

D Y ,D T ,S Y ,S T

Y
T
+ λ4 ||Snon
||1 + λ5 ||Snon
||1

s.t. ||dY ||22 ≤ 1, ||dT ||22 ≤ 1, ∀d ∈ D
(7)

p(zkT |u) ∝ p(u|zkT ) · p(zkT )

Y
T
where Snon
,Snon
are user factor coeﬃcients for the nonY
overlapped users in YouTube and Twitter, S Y = [So , Snon
],
T
S T = [So , Snon
], λ3 , λ4 , λ5 are tuning parameters controlling the factor distribution sparsity. It can be seen that the
above formulation learns user factors not only coupled to
unique user attributes over the overlapped users, but minimizing the reconstruction error in each network over all the
non-overlapped users.
Y
T
respecSince Eqn. (7) is convex to DY , DT , So , Snon
, Snon
tively, we design an iterative algorithm by alternatively optimizing the following three sub-problems till convergence or
maximum iteration:

where p(zkT ) is the topic prior and can be calculated by aggregating over users. Here p(zkT |u) actually reﬂects followee
u’s popularity in the kth topic.
Direct product-based matching
Given the test YouTube video and candidate Twitter followees represented on the same topic space, one way is to directly use dot
product as the properness measure. The properness score of
Twitter followee u ∈ Utf ollowee to promote YouTube video
vt is calculated as:
T

properness(u, vt ) =<

A. Coupled factor distribution learning:

vtT , uT

>=

K
∑

T
vt,k
· uTk

(12)

k=1

min ||UoY − DY So ||22 + ||UoT − DT So ||22 + λ3 ||So ||1

(8)

A rank ψvt (·) deﬁned on the followees can be obtained accordingly to identify the optimal Twitter referrer.

This is exactly the same problem in Eqn. (5) with ﬁxed user
factors DY , DT .
B. Divided factor distribution learning:

Weighted product-based matching We also investigate a matching strategy by optimizing the weights for each
topic. Viewing test video as the query and candidate Twitter followee set as the collection, the referrer identiﬁcation
can be treated as a retrieval problem. In light of this, we
design a training scheme and adopt ranking SVM [26] for
topic selection.
Ranking SVM model is with the form as:

So

Y
Y
Y
− DY Snon
||22 + λ4 ||Snon
||1
min ||Unon

Y
Snon

(9)

T
T
T
− DT Snon
||22 + λ5 ||Snon
||1
min ||Unon

T
Snon

This is a multi-task lasso problem and can be solved by the
feature-sign search algorithm [23].
C. Coupled user factor update:
min

D Y ,D T

||U

Y

−D S
Y

Y

||22

+ ||U − D S
T

T

T

g(·, ·) = h · ϕ(·, ·)

where h is the model parameter, i.e., the learnt weights for
the corresponding topics. The goal of ranking SVM is to
learn an optimal h that best maintains the rank order in
the training query-document pairs.
In our problem, we deﬁne the feature mapping function as
the vector product between video and followee distributions:

||22
(10)

s.t. ||dY ||22 ≤ 1, ||dT ||22 ≤ 1, ∀d ∈ D
This is a quadratically constrained quadratic program problem (QCQP). We utilize an alternative update strategy for
solution [25].
With the derived user factors DY and DT , given a new
Y
YouTube user topic distribution uY ∈ RK ×1 , we can estimate the YouTube user factor distribution as:
s∗ = min ||uY − DY s||22 + λ||s||1
s

(13)

T
T
T
ϕ(vtT , uT ) = vtT ⊙ uT = {vt,1
· uT1 , ..., vt,K
T · uK T }

where ⊙ indicates the element-wise multiplication. To obtain the ranks in the training set, for each query-document
pair v, u, we need to calculate their ground-truth properness score. According to the discussion in introduction, the
properness of Twitter followee is decided by how many of
his/her followers like the test video. Therefore, we combine
two information retrieval metrics of precision and recall to
deﬁne the Ground-Truth (GT) properness:

(11)

Since unique user shares the same factor coeﬃcients, we can
reconstruct his/her Twitter topic distribution as:
uT = D T s∗ .

precision(v, u) =

|Uv ∩ Uuf ollowee |
|Uuf ollowee |

3.4 Referrer Identification

recall(v, u) =

|Uv ∩ Uuf ollowee |
|Uv |

With the cross-network distribution transfer function F ,
we can estimate arbitrary user’s Twitter followee topic distribution by inputing his/her YouTube video topic distribution. In our video promotion problem, given a test YouTube
video vt , we simulate a virtual user with identical topic distribution vtY = p(zY |vt ) to represent the typical YouTube

GT-properness(v, u) =
7

2
precision(v, u)−1 + recall(v, u)−1

Due to the ﬂexibility of iCorr-LDA, we can also estimate the
topic distribution for videos with only visual keyframes or textual
words. This extends the applicability of our framework.
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|U Y |
38,540

Table 2: Statistics of our dataset.
|U T |
|Uo |
|V|
Avg.|Uuf ollowee |
39,400 11,850 2,280,129
891.1

Table 3: Visualization of discovered YouTube topics.
Word

gameplay xbox playstation gaming minecraft
“Epic Mods - MW2 MOD IN CoD4”

“HEXXIT COOP ep7 w/ Double”

Topic

Video

#1
“Halo 4 Adrift Multiplayer Map”

Word

history german berlin germany poetry
“GEH STERBEN, DU OPFER!!!”

“Syrien - Wahrheit ĺźber das Massaker”

Topic

Figure 4: The perplexities for diﬀerent topic numbers on YouTube and Twitter.

#17

Video
“Volker Pispers - Einzeltater”

Uuf ollowee

where Uv is the set of users showing interest in v,
is the follower set of u 8 . We can see that recall actually
concerns with coverage of the interested YouTube audiences,
while precision is in charge of the virtual cost. With the
learnt h∗ , the properness of Twitter followee u ∈ Utf ollowee
for test video vt is calculated as:
properness(u, vt ) = h∗ · ϕ(vtT , uT ).

diﬀerent topic number K Y and K T on 490,000 held-out YouTube videos and 9,400 held-out Twitter users, respectively 11 . The perplexity scores on diﬀerent topic numbers are
shown in Fig. 4. We can see that on both YouTube and
Twitter, the perplexities decrease dramatically ﬁrst before
reaching a relatively stable level and then have a tendency
to increase when the models are overﬁt. Since larger topic
number requires more computational cost and has overﬁtting risk, we prefer the smallest topic number that leads to
perplexity on the stable level. Therefore, we choose the topic
number K Y = 40 for YouTube and K T = 80 for Twitter.

(14)

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Dataset
Since no ready cross-network dataset is available, we construct a new dataset with user account linkage between YouTube and Twitter. Google+ encourages users to provide
the external links to their other social media network accounts. We ﬁrst collected 143,259 Google+ users, among
which 38,540 provide YouTube account, 39,400 provide Twitter account, 11,850 provide both accounts 9 . For each YouTube user, we further downloaded his/her uploaded videos,
favorite videos, playlists and the involved video information
via YouTube API. For each Twitter user, we downloaded
his/her followee set and user proﬁles via Twitter API. Table 2 summarizes the key statistics 10 .

4.2.2

Visualization of Discovered Topics

In order to interpret the derived topic spaces, we visualize some of the discovered topics in YouTube and Twitter,
respectively. Table 3 shows two sampled YouTube video
topics. For each topic, we provide the top-5 probable words and 3 most representative videos. Representative videos
are ranked based on the video-topic distribution p(zkY |v) and
represented by the keyframes and video titles in Table 3. By
visualizing both the semantic and visual information, it is
very easy to interpret the domain knowledge associated with
each topic. Moreover, the discovered video topics show high
consistency between textual semantics and visual patterns.
Table 4 shows three sampled Twitter followee topics, with
each visualized by the top-3 probable followees and the followees’ proﬁle information. It is conceived that the discovered Twitter topics have a quite wide coverage: the general
topic #43 addressing the game-related popular followees,
the speciﬁc topic #10 consisting of Forbes inﬂuencers, and
even the geographic topic #38 with the top followees all
coming from Berlin. Twitter users’ joint following patterns
are well captured in modeling the follower-followee relationship, which is very important to the subsequent promotion
application.

4.2 Heterogeneous Topic Modeling
4.2.1 Topic Number Selection
In topic modeling, the selection of topic number is very
important. We resort to the perplexity in this paper, which
is a standard measure for estimating how well one generative model ﬁts the data [28]. The lower the perplexity score
is, the better the performance. We test the perplexity with
8
For a given YouTube video, we can only know whether a speciﬁc
Twitter followee’s followers will like the video if we know these
Twitter followers’ YouTube accounts, so both the sets Uv and
Uuf ollowee are counted based on the known overlapped user set Uo .
9
User linkage mining is a separate topic in cross-network analysis [27]. In our work, to guarantee a promising overlapped user
resource, we leverage user self-provided account links on Google+.
10
Avg.|Uuf ollowee | is the average number of followees over all the
examined Twitter users.

11

Hyperparameters are ﬁxed as α = 0.8 and β = 0.1 according to
the empirical expectation for the output distribution [29].
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Table 4: Visualization of discovered Twitter topics.
Topic
#43

#10

#38

User ID
63485337
36803580
11167502
21279340
33057154
15081182
5876652
9655032
9334352

Username
Markus Persson
Steam
Humble Bundle
Pam Moore
Jeﬀ Sheehan
Warren Whitlock
Sascha Lobo
netzpolitik
Mario Sixtus

Location
Stockholm, Sweden
–
San Francisco,CA
Orlando, FL
Atlanta, GA
Las Vegas, NV
Berlin, Germany
Berlin, Germany
Berlin, Germany

#followers
1,436,534
932,044
192,764
178,101
254,984
178,759
161,099
120,014
60,542

Figure 5: Sum of WCSS over diﬀerent |D|.

Figure 6: MAE for distribution transfer in Stage 2.
change of |D|. We choose |D| = 300 when the aggregated
reconstruction error decreases to a steadily low level.

4.3 Cross Network Topic Association
4.3.1 Experimental Setting

4.3.2

Given a user with his/her YouTube topic distribution uY ,
the goal of Stage 2 is to estimate his/her Twitter followee
topic distribution uT . Therefore, we utilize Mean Abosolute
Error (MAE) as the evaluation metric. We randomly select
half of the overlapped users to construct the test set Utest ,
and the rest overlapped users and non-overlapped users as
the training set. MAE is calculated over all topics of each
test user as:
∑
MAE =

K
∑T

|Utest |K T

Experimental Results and Analysis

The transition probability (TP) and regression based methods all yield explicit topic association matrix. To better understand the association between heterogeneous topics, we
Y
T
ﬁrst examine the derived association matrix A ⊂ RK ×K
Y
T
from TP. Among the K × K = 3, 200 topic associaT
Y
T
tion pairs, the most signiﬁcant are {z1Y , z43
} and {z17
, z38
},
which have been visualized in Table 3 and 4. We can see
that the derived association involves with multiple aspects: game-related YouTube topic #1 signiﬁcantly associates
with Twitter topic #43 whose top-ranked followees are ofﬁcial game platforms or developers, and the association between YouTube topic #17 and Twitter topic #38 results
from their shared location in Germany. A single association
metric, e.g., semantics, tends to fail in this case. Actually,
one advantage of exploiting the overlapped users for association mining is its ﬂexibility: there is no need to explicitly
design an association metric, and users’ collaborative activities on diﬀerent social networks deﬁne the metric.
Performance comparison among the proposed methods is
shown in Fig. 6. Several observations are made. (1) With
M AE lower than 0.015, all the proposed association solutions achieve satisﬁed performance. This shows the reasonability by exploiting the overlapped users towards crossnetwork topic association. (2) The latent attribute-based
methods (LA overlap, LA all ) outperform the explicit association matrix-oriented methods (TP, Regression). In addition to the freedom to non-linear association, LA-based
solutions address the hidden structure behind the observed
heterogeneous user activities and enjoy better interpretation. (3) By considering the non-overlapped users, LA all
is slightly superior to LA overlap. This validates our assumption that better capturing the latent structure in each
network contributes to improved coupled factor discovery.

|ûTk − uTk |

u∈Utest k=1

Self-description
Hey, you! Play more games! Now!
Steam, The Ultimate Online Game Platform. Follow us...
News from the Humble Bundle. For support, please...
50% mktg 50% geek CEO, Forbes TOP Social Inﬂuencer.
Social Media Pro | Speaker | Author | 30+ years Mktg.
Forbes Power Inﬂuencer. Radio Host, Author, Speaker...
Author, Internet.
Entrepreneur, activist, organizer of @republica.
Journalist, Photographer. Hier mehr oder weniger

(15)

where uTk and ûTk are the actual and estimated user u’s topic
distribution on the kth Twitter topic.
For model parameters, we select the regularization coefﬁcient λ1 in Eqn. (3) by grid search and 5-fold cross validation. Tuning parameters λ2 in Eqn. (5) and λ3 , λ4 , λ5 in
Eqn. (7) are selected by a combined line-search strategy according to the minimal objective energy after converge. As
a result, the parameters are set as λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.2, λ3 =
0.1, λ4 = 0.01, λ5 = 0.01. It is particularly non-trivial to
decide the number of attributes |D| in the latent attributebased association methods: small |D| may fail to capture the
intrinsic structures, while big |D| will lead to overﬁtting. As
discussed in the solution section, the coupled user factors
can be understood as a pair of dictionaries in the discovered
Twitter and YouTube topic spaces. Classical clustering metrics, e.g., Within-Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) [30], are
widely used to evaluate how well the observed data can be
reconstructed from the learnt dictionary. Therefore, we conduct K-means on YouTube and Twitter user distributions
U Y , U T with the identical cluster number |D|. In Fig. 5 we
draw the curve of WCSS sum on the two networks w.r.t. the
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obtain better performance than Regression+Direct and Regression+Weighted. This coincides with our motivation that
more accurate distribution transfer contributes to improved
referrer identiﬁcation. (3) The settings with weighted productbased matching consistently outperform those with direct
product. This demonstrates the advantage of topic weight
optimization. One possible interpretation is that diﬀerent
topics contribute diﬀerently in view of referrer identiﬁcation.

5.

Figure 7: NDCG@5 for diﬀerent settings in Stage 3.

5.1

4.4 Twitter Referrer Identification
2,061 videos that more than 15 overlapped users have
shown interest to are selected to construct the YouTube
test video set Vt . Meanwhile, 21,276 Twitter followees who
are followed by more than 50 users construct the candidate
Twitter followee set Utf ollowee .
We use Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)
as the evaluation metric, which is widely used in retrieval
problems. NDCG is deﬁned as:
k
1 ∑ 2rel(j) − 1
Z j=1 log(1 + j)

Application and Extension

Application. The proposed framework also enables solutions to other applications. From Stage 2, we actually obtain the association between YouTube video interests and
Twitter following patterns. Based on this association, crossnetwork personalized recommendation problems on two directions can be enabled: recommending Twitter followee
topic or Twitter lists given YouTube video interest [16], and
recommending YouTube videos given Twitter followee list.
Another promising application is on examining the value
of Twitter followees. Current methods value Twitter followees by directly analyzing their followers’ demographics information, e.g., the followee has a lot of young female
followers. The proposed framework in this work facilitates
application-oriented Twitter followee value analysis, by associating Twitter followee topic space with the needed topic
spaces. For example, our work can be viewed as valuing
Twitter followee w.r.t. promotion eﬃciency to YouTube
videos. This signiﬁcantly expands understanding into the
value of Twitter followees.

4.4.1 Experimental Setting

N DCG@k =

DISCUSSION

(16)

where rel(·) is a relevance function between the test video
and the ranked followee candidate. With the goal to identify Twitter followees with optimal coverage-cost balance, we
use GT-properness as in Eqn. (14) to calculate rel(·). Moreover, the groundtruth for the Twitter referrer ranking is also
constructed by sorting the GT-properness between the test
video and the followee candidate based on the known overlapped user set Uo .
We consider the following settings for comparison:
• Random: randomly select k followees from Utf ollowee ;

Extension. Our current solution only employs the content feature of YouTube test videos, i.e., title, tags and
keyframes. One extension is to combine with social features,
e.g., who uploads or favorites the video. The consideration
of user social network is also expected to contribute to improved cross-network association.
Moreover, the current referrer identiﬁcation is on the individual level, i.e., no interaction between followees is considered. In practice, when choosing a group of followees as the
promotion referrers, follower intersection of the candidate
followees need to be modeled. Analogous to advertising, as
discussed in the introduction, this work actually addresses
the problem of advertising media selection. Other problems in advertising include advertising anchor text generation
(i.e., optimizing video description for promotion), and advertising slot bid (i.e., followee reshare time selection).
Other than crawling user activities from public API, another way for evaluation is to run a real-world system and
ask the users for participation. However, the examined users
are popular Twitter followees, who are costly or completely unwilling to participate into the study. Therefore in the
future, we are expecting to conduct a real-world evaluation
by examining some less popular followees instead.

• Popularity: select k popular Twitter followees with the
most #followers;
• Regression+Direct: distribution transfer by
Regression l1, matching by Direct product;
• Regression+Weighted : distribution transfer by
Regression l1, matching by Weighted product;
• LA all+Direct: distribution transfer by LA all, matching by Direct product;
• LA all+Weighted : distribution transfer by LA all,
matching by Weighted product.

4.4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
We show NDCG@5 for diﬀerent settings in Fig. 7 12 . It
is observed that: (1) Popularity fails to identify the optimal Twitter referrer. This is easy to understand. While
high #follower guarantees the coverage of potential viewers (precision), the retrieved follower set is expected to also include many uninterested users (recall ), which deviates
our goal towards target promotion. (2) Conducting distribution transfer by LA all+Direct and LA all+Weighted

5.2

A Promising Direction

The idea of exploiting overlapped users towards crossnetwork association actually opens up possibilities to a very
interesting direction. People involve with social media by interacting with heterogeneous social media knowledge, e.g.,
multimedia semantics, geographic patterns, people consuming patterns, social interactions, etc. The association among

12

Since the view history of Youtube users is unavailable via public API, the NDCG results are relatively low due to a lack of
abundant user behaviors.
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diﬀerent social media activities will lead to insightful observations, contribute to collective utilization, and facilitate advanced social media analysis and applications. For example,
the association between user watching activity in YouTube
and transaction activity in Amazon leads to understanding
between user interest and consuming models, and facilitates
cross-network product target advertising. “Multimedia” research under social media circumstances may understand
not only text, image, video, but the association among heterogeneous social media knowledge.
The user-generated nature of social media inspires us to
understand the heterogeneous knowledge by “how we experience the world”. Instead of conducting analysis from
scratches, the diﬀerent activities that overlapped users contribute in diﬀerent social media networks can be employed
as human supervision. This actually borrows the essence
of crowdsourcing where the collective human intelligence is
aggregated.
The guideline to instantiate the idea is: (1) Determine the
heterogeneous knowledge involved in diﬀerent social media networks, and crawl a dataset of overlapped users and
their heterogeneous activities. (2) Extract the latent topic
spaces on each network to construct heterogeneous knowledge bases. (3) Conduct cross-network topic association by
exploiting the observed overlapped users as supervision. (4)
Design cross-network collaborative applications (one-way or
two-way) based on the derived knowledge association.
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6. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an overlapped user-based association
solution framework, to address the novel cross-network YouTube video promotion problem. Alternative methods have
been developed and evaluated, to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of exploiting user collaboration towards heterogeneous
knowledge association. The proposed framework is quite
ﬂexible, and can be generalized to other cross-network collaborative problems. We hope that this paper could serve
as a good chance to emphasize the collective utilization of
social media sources and further the agenda of cross-network
analysis and application in social multimedia research.
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